
TEACHERS EVENT AT GOETHE
INSTITUTE

The PASCH teacher award celebration is a famous event for all PASCH
teachers in Egypt. Goethe Institute Cairo honored the amazing work of
our German teachers team during the PASCH award ceremony. On
Thursday 23/11/2023 the celebration took place in the Palm garden.
The PASCH choir performed with an amazing program. EBIS students
were involved and accompanied by Ms Dalia, head of Music.
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ZOOM WITH BERLIN
On Thursday 07/12/2023 a group of year 5
students met a class from the Berlin school
“Grundschule am Insulaner”. It was a fruitful
conversation with a lot of questions and answers
about food, school life, hobbies and sightseeing.
The Berlin students introduce our students to the
German children feast 'Nikolaus' and the tradition
of the Advent calendar. While our students showed
them the decoration and traditions of Ramadan and
Christmas in Egypt. The students were asking a lot
of questions to each other. It was an amazing
experience and an cultural exchange.



INTERNATIONAL
BREAKFAST Y5

Learning with activities is fun. During
the last sessions the German year 5
students learnt a lot about having
breakfast in different countries. They
studied a lot of new vocabularies and the  
cultural traditions. 

Why not testing them? As an interesting
conclusion to the topic, the year 5
German students were  celebrating an
international breakfast together. At the
same time they were practicing the new
vocabularies.

EGYPTIAN COOKING
CLASS

Egyptian cuisine is very special and rich. We
encourage our KS2 students to present different
kind of famous Egyptian dishes. We encouraged
them to be ready to present it to international
students for example in Germany.
The students prepared amazing presentations of
famous Egyptian food, like  ‘Koushari’,
“Molokheya”, “Fatta” and “Foul”.
By using different kind of digital recourses they
prepared wonderful presentations.
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